Abstract By making use of Merle's general shooting method we investigate Dirac equations of the form
Introduction
We investigate the existence of stationary states for nonlinear Dirac equations of the form Solution ψ of the form ψ(t, x) = e −iωt ϕ(x) will be called a stationary state of (1.1), where x 0 = t, x = (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) and ω > 0 is a constant. This kind of solution was first Here r = |x| and (θ, φ) are the angular parameters. Equation (1.2) then becomes a non-autonomous planar dynamical system in the r variable, which is
(1.5)
In the following we assume that 0 < M < ω. We investigate the so-called admissible positive solutions defined first by Balabane et al . in [2] as follows.
Definition 1.1. (u, v)
is an admissible positive solution of system (1.4), (1.5) if there exists a real positive number R such that the following hold:
(ii) 0 < u(r) < v(r) for all r ∈ (0, R);
It is easy to see that the number R is unique and it is called the radius of the solution (u, v). Let
and let Γ 0 be the connected component of
. The main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that
is differentiable, and F is less than M − ω and is integrable near the origin 0,
Then system (1.4) , (1.5) has an admissible solution.
By verifying these assumptions one by one we have the following corollaries. (1.5) has an admissible positive solution.
Equations (1.1) and (1.2), or system (1.4), (1.5), make sense in physics (see [1] [2] [3] 9] and the references therein). The papers [3, 9] were concerned with the case F (0) = 0, M − ω > 0. Precisely, Cazenave and Vazquez [3] assumed further that
And by making use of shooting methods they showed that the system (1.4), (1.5) has a solution (u, v) on [0, +∞) satisfying
where c and δ are positive constants. Merle [9] improved this result. He assumed further that F is bounded either from above or from below, and F also satisfies (F2) and (F3) as in Theorem 1.2. By making use of a more general shooting method he obtained a solution similar to the one in [3] . In [2] , Balabane et al . investigated a different case:
They proved Corollary 1.4. Our Theorem 1.2 improves this result. In the proof we will use a general shooting method introduced by Merle in [9] as well as some results in [2] . In particular, we will use some properties of solutions of the following Hamiltonian system:
In particular, we use the property that the energy of its solution does not change. It was pointed out in [3] that seeking solutions of (1.1) other than of the form (1.3) by variational methods is interesting. Such work has been done by Esteban and Séré and others [5, 6, 10] . A good survey for recent results concerning Dirac equation has been given in [4, 7] .
In the next section we will do some preparation and in the last section we will prove Theorem 1.2.
Preliminary results
In this section we prepare for the proof of Theorem 1.2.
As in [2, 9] ,
where
Lemma 2.1.
and Ext(Γ 0 ) denote the bounded and unbounded components, respectively. Then, for any 
Proof . (i) By definition, for every small v > 0,
(ii) This can be calculated directly.
(iii) By definition, G(0, v) < 0 for every v ∈ (0, a 0 ), and G(0, a 0 ) = 0. So 
(iv) A simple calculation shows that
Proof . We prove only (i). Because the system (1.6), (1.7) is a Hamiltonian one, the energy of a solution does not change:
) does exist and is the unique ω-limit point of (u(t), v(t)). 
Let (S n , R n ) and (S, R) be maximal existence intervals of (u n , v n ) and (u, v), respectively. Then for every compact interval of (S, R):
(i) (S n , R n ) covers this interval when n is large enough;
(ii) (u n , v n ) converges to (u, v) uniformly on this interval.
Proof . This is similar to [3, Lemma 2.5].
Lemma 2.6. For every
x > 0, for all r ∈ (0, R x ) we have d dr H(u x (r), v x (r)) = 2 r u 2 x (r)(F (v 2 x (r) − u 2 x (r)) − (m + ω)) < 0.
Proof of the main result
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. For every x > 0, let
Recall that Γ 0 divides R 2 into two connected components and Int(Γ 0 ) and Ext(Γ 0 ) denote the bounded and unbounded components respectively. Define
Note that from Lemmas 2.1 (i) and 2.6, we can define I equivalently by
Lemma 3.1.
(ii) For every (ii) For r ∈ (1/(ω − δ), ρ x ), from Lemma 2.1 (i) and u x (r) − v x (r) < 0, we have
is increasing with respect to t ∈ (1/(ω − δ), ρ x ). Therefore, the result follows from the fact that (u x (r), v x (r)) ∈ Int(Γ 0 ) and hence
when r ∈ (ρ x , ρ x ) in view of Lemma 2.1 (i) and the definitions of I and H τ .
It is easy to check that (
. This will play a crucial role in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 3.2. I is not empty. And I is open.
Proof . First, we prove that there exists > 0 such that (a 0 , a 0 + ) ⊂ I. In fact, from (1.4) we have 3u a0 (0) = a 0 (F (a 
Second we prove I is open. Suppose a ∈ I. Then there exists r 0
Proof . We argue by contradiction. Assume that there exists a sequence x n ∈ I and x n → +∞. Here and in what follows we denote u xn , v xn by u n , v n , respectively. By definition there exist some a > a 0 and a − a 0 small enough such that (u xn (r n ), v xn (r n )) ∈ Γ 0 a ∩ ∆ for some r n ∈ (0, ρ xn ), and 0 < H(0, a) < H(u xn (r), v xn (r)) for every r ∈ [0, r n ). Because Γ 0 a is bounded, (u xn (r n ), v xn (r n )) is also bounded. But, from Lemma 3.1, u 2 xn (r) + v 2 xn (r) αx n → +∞ as n → ∞ for every r ∈ [0, 1/(ω − δ)). This means that r n > 1/(ω − δ). We divide the following proof into two steps.
Step 1. We claim that r n → +∞ as n → +∞. In fact, for r ∈ (1/(ω − δ), r n ), we have 
Thus, r n → +∞ as n → +∞.
Step 2. We now obtain a contradiction by using the conservative system and the fact that Γ 0 a is a connected component of an equipotential contour and that some parts of it are not in ∆.
Since Γ 0 a ∩ ∆ is compact and (u xn (r n ), v xn (r n )) are in this set, we assume (u
From Lemma 2.5, for large n, (u xn (r n + t 0 ), v xn (r n + t 0 )) is not in ∆ either. This is a contradiction. 
and let (u(t), v(t)) be the solution of (1.6) again with initial value (u 0 , v 0 ). This will lead to a contradiction in a way similar to Lemma 3.3. By definition, there exists a sequence x n → c as n → +∞ with x n ∈ I and (u n (r n ), v n (r n )) → (u 0 , v 0 ). We have, for all r ∈ (0, r n ), This contradicts (3.5).
Case 2 ((u 0 , v 0 ) ∈ Ext(Γ 0 )). From Lemma 2.2 (ii), |u(R − )| = v(R − ) = 0. So there exists some t 0 < 0 such that (u(r 0 ), v(r 0 )) is not in ∆. From Lemma 2.5 again, for large n, (u n (r n + r 0 ), v n (r n + r 0 )) is not in ∆ either. This contradicts (3.6). The proof is finally complete.
